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The mechanical and moving parts of the relax armchairs and aid to lifting of 
the Chinesport program undergo load and performing tests to ensure reliability 
and long lasting performance. The guarantee period is three years for all 
models.

“When we have a moment to relax ourselves, we should avoid sinking into a too soft couch, but rather 
use an anatomic armchair which may allow us to abandon ourselves and relax our mind. Our spine will 
benefit greatly since disc pressure is reduced and the physiological shape is maintained.”
Prof. Benedetto Toso - Toso Back School Program (Italy)

Introduction

Sturdiness is guaranteed by the use of high quality 
mechanisms and motoring, properly tested and standardized. 
With poplar or beech frames and plywood, while the armrests 
are made of particle boards. All screws have thread-locking 
compound to prevent unscrewing of the parts while moving.

The padding is made of high density foam rubber which 
prevents the change of shape over time. The thickness of 
the seat and the backrest are different enabling a measured 
support for the whole body.

The cover is made of artificial leather or microfiber. All covers 
are heavy-wear resistant and the upholstery finishings are 
high-quality.

The wheels enable easy transferring of the armchair on any 
surface and are highly resistant to static and dynamic stress.

Personalization is possible with several accessories. 
Furthermore, some changes to the measure of the structure, 
to the thickness of the padding, and the upholstery 
accessories can be applied providing they are feasible.

Safety is guaranteed by the use of motors with a 28V power 
adapter in accordance with the EU Directive 89/366. The 
adapter is placed outside the armchair and this reduces the 
exposure to electromagnetic fields. Last, some armchairs are 
certified as medical devices too. 

Maximun safety load may vary according to the different 
models from a minimum of 110 kg to a maximum of 300 kg, 
with the Extra Large version. 

The four-motor version is available for some models to 
allow not only full independence of the movement of the 
backrest and the legrest but also to adjust the whole armchair 
in height and to reach basculamento and Trendelenburg 
positions. The maximum load is increased up to 150 kg.
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The backrest of some armchairs can be 
removed so they can be transferred easily..

DID YOU KNOW THAT…?  Chinesport relax riser 
armchairs, with two or more motors make it easier to get up and sitting 
down for those who are impaiered in movement. Considering this important 
feature, as an aid, patients can get advantage of a reduced VAT percentage 
all along the Italian territory, when a Local Health Care System specialist 
issues a prescription, and when presenting an invalid certificate issued by an 
Official Government Institution.

Introduction

ERGONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Height of the seat:
it allows the elderly to use less energy while 
getting up, as well as to keep a straight angle 
for the lower limbs.

Depth of the seat:
it avoids the person from sliding forward.

Height of the backrest:
it provides a good support at the upper and 
lower back regions as well as at cervical area 
while resting.

Height of the armrests:
it decreases the preassure on the lower-back 
spine discs and to losen the shoulders;

Tilt while lifting:
it allows to adopt an upright position with the 
least effor preventing sliding due to eccessive 
tilt or too much flexion and spinal cord level; 

Position of the legrest in relation to the 
hip:
When the legrest is completely raised, the legs 
are higher than the hip and this creates a lesser 
pressure on the discs and an easier blood flow.
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01222.  ?  HEAD PROTECTION
It is a microfiber cloth which protects the backrest.
It is removable so as to be easily cleaned. It is 
always included in Lucy and July microfiber models.

01223.  ?  ARMREST PROTECTION
They are microfiber covers to protect the armrest, 
easy to remove and to clean. Always included in 
Lucy and July microfiber models. Sold in pairs.

01226.  ?  CERVICAL U-SHAPE CUSHION
This cervical support is an important restraint for 
the head on its sides when needed. It is padded and 
height adjustable.

01225.  ?  CERVICAL CUSHION 
It is a cushion for cervical support which can be 
adjusted in height. It can be easily removed and 
cleaned.

01227.  ?  LOW-BACK CUSHION
It is a cushion for the low-back support which can 
be chosen in the same color of the chair, as well as 
the other elements considering the upholstery.

Cushions of different sizes. They are elastic and can change 
shape, as they always return to the original shape, they are the 
ideal support for the low back (and lateral) area and the upper 
and lower limbs. The upholstery is light and washable. 

01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100 - ø cm 19 x 17

01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110 - ø cm 19 x 31

01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120 - ø cm 25 x 37

01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8 - cm 40 x 20 x 13 h 

01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88 - cm 50 x 28 x 13 h

01426 POSTURAL SET
The Postural kit consists of 5 cushions, one of each kind, as 
shown above, and a carry bag of cm 33 x 33 x 56 h size.

POSTURAL CUSHIONS

PROTECTION ELEMENTS AND SUPPORTS

AC0752.  ?  HAND CONTROL HOLDER
The hand control can be left at a fixed position 
during the lifting, and in special way at the 
completed raising stage. By this way the end user 
can help himself to get a standing position during 
the lifting with both arms on the armrests as lever.

Accessories
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WR
LIGHT CORNFLOWER 

BLUE

W2
LIGHT BLUE

W3
MARINE BLUE

WL
DARK BLUE

WM
ANTHRACITE

WP
BLACK

WS
DARK BROWN

W7
ASHGREY

W8
BEIGE

WA
WHITE

WN
IVORY

WK
GREY

WT
GREEN LEMON

W6
LIGHT GREEN

W1
DARK GREEN

WB
CREAM

W4
YELLOW

WE
AQUAMARINE

WZ
ORANGE

WF
RED

W9
FUCHSIA

WH
BURGUNDY

WG
CORAL

WQ
LILAC

UPHOLSTERY CHOICE

Giotto is the flame retardant fabric made for residential 
and contract upholstery. Its resistant structure and 
the easy cleaning make Giotto particularly suitable for 
hospitals, nursing homes, spas, rehabilitation centers 
and gyms. Giotto has a leather-effect surface with a
brilliant finishing, in a wide range of colors all available 
on stock. Giotto contains Vinyzene, an anti-microbial 
agent added in the first steps of the production 
process. This creates a defensive barrier against mites, 
bacteria and fungus, avoiding smells and allergies.

Gi        tto
Standard Line

Colection

WATERPROOF  

COMFORT 
AND ELASTICITY

HEAVY-WEAR
RESISTANCE

EASY
MAINTENANCE 

UV-RADIATION
RESISTANCE

RESISTANCE TO 
MOLD AND BACTERIA

ARTIFICIAL LEATHERW

Upholstery type

MICROFIBERF
Tekna Plus handwash or in a washing machine up to 40°C. Do 
not wring, do not centrifugate. Let it dry inside out, do not expose to 
direct sunlight. Iron, inside out at low temperatures. For spots (oil, fat, 
cosmetics, ink, coffee, liquors, chewing-gum) it is recommended to use 
ethyl alcohol), (colorless) tamper with a detergent neutral solvent and 
wash carefully.

F1
DARK GREEN

FR
LIGHT CORNFLOWER 

BLUE

F3
MARINE BLUE

F2
LIGHT BLUE

FL
DARK BLUE

FP
BLACK

FS
DARK BROWN

F4
YELLOW

FD 
SAND

F8
BEIGE

FC
LIGHT BROWN

FZ
ORANGE

FG
CORAL

FF
RED

FT
GREEN LEMON

FQ
LILAC

FH
BURGUNDY

F6
LIGHT GREEN
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02047.? LUCY
Dual motor riser and relax armchair. It has the possibility to adjust the backrest and legrest 
independently, by means of a low-voltage (28V) hand control. This chair helps the user to adopt 
a reading posture, for watching television, relaxing or resting. It also rises and leans forward for 
aiding the user while sitting down or getting up. The person can adopt any intermediate position 
while getting up. The chair can be chosen with artificial leather or cloth upholstery. Whenever the 
choice is cloth, covers for the armrests and backrest are included. The covers are removable and 
easy to clean. Three-year guarantee period.

02048.? LUCY R
This model has the same characteristics as code 02047 but it also includes casters for 
transferring. Pedal control for activating the casters. Three-year guarantee period.

50 50 40

75 84 160

46

105

140°

90°

Detail of the pedal control for activating the casters of 
the armchair - Lucy R model code 02048.

Dual motor models

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 02047, 02048

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 46
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 50
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 56
Armchair overall width (cm) 75
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 84
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 160
Armchair height (cm) 105
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 57

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

110 Kg

This model has a removable 
backrest, for easy transferring.
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02090.? JULY
Dual motor riser and relax chair. It can be adjusted by means of a 
low-voltage hand control. This chair helps the user to adopt a reading 
posture, for watching television, relaxing or resting. It also rises and 
leans forward for aiding the user while sitting down or getting up. 
Whenever the choice is cloth, covers for the armrests and backrest are 
included. Armrests can be removed to allow the user to comfortably 
move sideways from/to a wheelchair. Three-year guarantee period.

02089.? JULY R
This model has the same characteristics as code 02090 but it also 
includes casters for transferring. Pedal control for activating the casters. 
Three-year guarantee period. 

Dual motor models

50 50 40

75 84 160

46

105

140°

90°

53 50 42

74 89 168

46

102

150°

90° 56

Detail of removable armrest. Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 02090, 02089

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment elettrica, independente
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 46
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 50
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 56
Armchair overall width (cm) 75
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 84
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 160
Armchair height (cm) 105
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 57

The July armchair features removable armrests on both 
sides for greater accessibility.

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

110 Kg

This model has a removable 
backrest, for easy transferring.
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01230.? FANNY 2EL
Dual motor riser and relax chair. It has the possibility 
to adjust the backrest and legrest independently, 
by means of a low-voltage (28V) hand control. 
This chair helps the user to adopt a reading 
posture, for watching television, and for better 
digesting. It also rises and leans forward for aiding 
the user while sitting down or getting up. The person 
can adopt any intermediate position while getting up. 
Lift is carried out safely thanks to the sturdy frame that 
rests on the floor and due to a smooth and continuous 
movement as well. This version allows the backrest to be even 
more reclined, and the leg rest to be lengthened by further 10 cm 
in relax and digesting position, it is possible to tilt the chair to raise the legs 
and improve the blood flow and decrease the pressure on discs. It is provided with 
a large pockets on the right side and with four swivel casters. The seat and leg rest 
are made from the same cushion and cover, which ensures a steady and uniform 
support for the lower limbs. Three-year guarantee period.

Dual motor models

50 52 55

68

79 90 180

49

107

150°

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 01230

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 49
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 52
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 68
Armchair overall width (cm) 79
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 90
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 180
Armchair height (cm) 107
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 52

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

120 Kg
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50 50 55

68

90 100 185

50

112

150°
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01234.? ANDREA 2EL
Dual motor riser and relax chair. It has the possibility to adjust the backrest and legrest 
independently, by means of a low-voltage (28V) hand control. This chair helps the user to adopt 
a reading posture, for watching television, and for better digesting. It also rises and leans forward 
for aiding the user while sitting down or getting up. The person can adopt any intermediate 
position while getting up. Lift is carried out safely thanks to the sturdy frame that rests on the 
floor and due to a smooth and continuous movement as well. This version allows the backrest 
to be even more reclined, and the leg rest to be lengthened by further 10 cm in relax and 
digesting position, it is possible to tilt the chair to raise the legs and improve the blood flow and 
decrease the pressure on discs. It is provided with two side pockets and with four swivel casters. 
The seat and leg rest are made from the same cushion and cover, which ensures a steady and 
uniform support for the lower limbs. All the cushions (backrest, armrests, seat and legrest) can 
be removed, their cover can also be removed and cleaned in accordance with the technical 
characteristics of upholstery materials. Three-year guarantee period.

Dual motor models

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 01234

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 50
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 50
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 68
Armchair overall width (cm) 90
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 100
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 112
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 65

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

110 Kg
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01832.? PETRA 2EL
Dual motor riser and relax chair. It has the possibility to adjust the backrest and 
legrest independently, by means of a low-voltage (28V) hand control. This chair 
helps the user to adopt a reading posture, for watching television, and for relaxing. 
It also rises and leans forward for aiding the user while sitting down or getting up. 
The person can adopt any intermediate position while getting up. All the backrest 
cushions, armrests, seat and legrest covers can be removed and cleaned in 
accordance with the technical characteristics of upholstery materials. Three-year 
guarantee period.

Dual motor models
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FANNY ERGO

SALLY

PETRA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 01832

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 49
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 52
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 68
Armchair overall width (cm) 75
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 86
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 109
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 58

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

110 Kg
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Dual motor models

01834.? SALLY 2EL
Dual motor riser and relax chair. It has the possibility 
to adjust the backrest and legrest independently, by 
means of a low-voltage (28V) hand control. This 
chair helps the user to adopt a reading posture, 
for watching television, and for relaxing. It 
also rises and leans forward for aiding the 
user while sitting down or getting up. The 
person can adopt any intermediate position 
while getting up. All the backrest cushions, 
armrests, seat and legrest covers can be 
removed and cleaned in accordance with the 
technical characteristics of upholstery materials. Three-
year guarantee period.
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FANNY ERGO

SALLY

PETRA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 01834

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 47
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 46
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 67
Armchair overall width (cm) 75
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 85
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 110
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 56

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

110 Kg
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FANNY ERGO

SALLY

PETRA

Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

01833.? PETRA 4EL-BASCULA
Four-motor riser and relax chair. It provides complete independent movements 
for backrest, footrest and seat angle as to the floor. These movements are 
electrically adjusted by a low voltage (28V) hand control. This allows the 
chair to recline at the correct posture for reading and watching TV, or for 
getting up, while the four motors also make it possible to rise, tilt and adopt 
the Trendelenburg position. All the backrest cushions, armrests, seat and 
legrest covers can be removed and cleaned in accordance with the technical 
characteristics of upholstery materials. Three-year guarantee period.

Four motor models

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 01833

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 49
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 52
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 68
Armchair overall width (cm) 74
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 86
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 109
Maximum load (kg) 150
Weight of armchair (kg) 65

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

150 Kg
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PETRA

01835.? SALLY 4EL-BASCULA
Four-motor riser and relax chair. It provides complete 
independent movements for backrest, footrest and 
seat angle as to the floor. These movements are 
electrically adjusted by a low voltage (28V) hand 
control. This allows the chair to recline at the 
correct posture for reading and watching TV, or 
for getting up, while the four motors also make 
it possible for whole armchair to rise, tilt and 
adopt the Trendelenburg position. All the backrest 
cushions, armrests, seat and legrest covers can be 
removed and cleaned in accordance with the technical 
characteristics of upholstery materials. Three-year 
guarantee period.

Four motor models Four motor models

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 01835

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 47
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 46
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 67
Armchair overall width (cm) 75
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 85
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 110
Maximum load (kg) 150
Weight of armchair (kg) 63

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

150 Kg
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01889. ? EXTRA LARGE
Four-motor riser and relax armchair of large size. 
It provides complete independent movements for 
backrest and footrest. These movements are electrically 
adjusted by a low voltage hand control. This allows the 
chair to recline at the correct posture for reading and 
watching TV, or relaxing, while the four motors also 
make it possible for whole armchair to rise, tilt and 
adopt the Trendelenburg position. Provided with a side 
pocket. The armchair rests on a steel supporting frame 
to ensure maximum strength to stand a load up to 300 
kg. It is a medical device. Three-year guarantee period.
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Four motor models - Extra large

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE  01889

Backrest adjustment electric, independent
Legrest adjustment electric, independent
Riser function electric
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 52
Width of seat (cm) 65
Depth of seat (cm) 51
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) 68
Armchair overall width (cm) 92
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 85
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 114
Maximum load (kg) 300
Weight of armchair (kg) 66

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

300 Kg
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02028. ? TRUDY
A rest armchair that is manually adjustable by exerting a light pressure on the armrests. 
In this armchair, the legrest can be lifted first and the backrest can be reclined at a later 
time. The backrest is balanced by unloading the weight onto the mechanism, so that the 
user can easily recline the back while keeping the position reached. It is therefore possible 
to reach a position for reading or relaxing. The backrest is contoured to provide support 
for a phyisiological lumbar lordosis, dorsal kyphosis and cervical lordosis. Three-year 
guarantee period.

02029. ? TRUDY 2
This model has the same characteristics as code 02028 but it also includes braked 
casters for transferring. 

The backrest is removable which allows easy storing 
and transferring.
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Manual models for relax

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 02028, 02029

Backrest adjustment manual
Legrest adjustment manual
Riser function nd
Transferring casters activation nd
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 46
Width of seat (cm) 53
Depth of seat (cm) 46
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) nd
Armchair overall width (cm) 70
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 78
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 170
Armchair height (cm) 105
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 53

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

120 Kg
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33620.? FANNY M
A rest armchair that is manually adjustable by exerting a light pressure 
on the armrests. This chair helps the user to adopt a reading posture, 
for watching television, and for better digesting. Its width size has been 
considered so that it can be easily moved around the house. May the 
client make any special request, it can be customized. It has a right side 
pocket and four swivel non-marking rubber casters with brakes, for easy 
transfers. The seat and legrest are made from the same cushion and cover, 
which ensures a steady and even support for the lower limbs. It can be 
easily transported thanks to a slide-in system that allows for removing the 
backrest. Three-year guarantee period.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 33620

Backrest adjustment manual
Legrest adjustment manual
Riser function nd
Transferring casters activation Pedal control
Height of the seat from ground (cm) 47
Width of seat (cm) 50
Depth of seat (cm) 46
Height of the seat when raising a person (cm) nd
Armchair overall width (cm) 75
Armchair overall depth when closed (cm) 85
Armchair overall depth when open (cm) 185
Armchair height (cm) 110
Maximum load (kg) 110
Weight of armchair (kg) 36

ACCESSORIES
Protection elements:
01222.? HEAD PROTECTION
01223.? ARMREST PROTECTION
AC0752.? CONTROL HOLDER

Low-back/cervical supports:
01225.? CERVICAL CUSHION 
01226.? U-SHAPE CUSHION
01227.? LOW-BACK CUSHION

Postural cushion:
01449 POSTURAL CUSHION 100
01450 POSTURAL CUSHION 110
01451 POSTURAL CUSHION 120
01452 POSTURAL CUSHION 8
01453 POSTURAL CUSHION 88
01426 POSTURAL SET

? COLOR CHOICE Please, specify the code for the chosen upholstery and color, as well as the armchair code on your purchase order.

WA W8 WZ WF W9WT W6W1 WR W2 W3W7 WPWN WK WS WB W4 WE WG WH WQ WL WM

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
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Manual models for relax

F8 FS F4 FZ FGFC FD FH

MICROFIBER

FF FQ FT F6 F1 FR F2 F3 FL FP

120 Kg

This model has a removable 
backrest, for easy transferring.
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The 80% of vertebral 
ache is not caused by 
any specific pathology 
of the spinal cord, but 
by wrong movements 
and postures, 
psychological stress, 
unfit physical shape, 
overweight, obesity 
and smoking habits.

Alf L. Nachemson has 
demonstrated that the more 
reclined the backrest is, the 
lesser the pressure on the discs. 
To obtain the best results it is 
very important the backrest can 
keep the physiological curves.
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The Back School advices:
• always choose positions and 
movements in which there is a 
minor pressure on discs; 
• keep physiological curves;
• change position frequently;

Advices from Back School

The pictures show some examples 
of different activities which stress 
the low-back spinal cord. These are 
the causes of most low-back ache. 
It is better, then, to avoid repeating 
the same position when relaxing on 
the armchair.
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